Iac valve mazda 626
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future. Caution: Throttle adjusting screw is set at the factory and must NOT be adjusted. Any
adjustment will negatively effect engine performance. Adjust idle speed by turning the air
adjusting screw until smooth running anywhere between rpm. IF shown carry out
troubleshooting for code first. There is definitely a problem with mine, then. There are many
things that can affect idle. This article only covers adjusting the idle air screw. Recommend
creating a topic in the appropriate technical support forum so you can get help on your issue. It
might not necessarily be related with this article. There is no official information pertaining to
the default setting of the AAS. Techs aren't even supposed to mess with it but of course during
the life of the car sometimes they do get messed with. It might require some fine tuning in
conjunction with your throttle stop screw, distributor 4th gen. Make sure you have base timing
mode open for programming 4th gen shorting pins or 4th gen ATX requires shorting bar. All of
this requires that your mechanical timing crankshaft, camshaft, and timing belt are set correctly
perfectly. It is preferred to have this type of service performed by a professional. If you want to
attempt it at home by yourself and you screw it up please take it to a mechanic for service. It
requires fine tuning adjustments which no one on this forum will be able to walk you through
due to the variable settings each components might require. It's like flipping knobs and turning
dials at the same time to accomplish a good tune on your radio. It takes experience and best left
up to a professional for the best results. I guess i should look for another throttle body of
course, but tomorrow i'll try to measure the fumes again. I'll make a vid later and post it in my
thread. Here's the bad thing about that. If your car is running incorrectly then adjusting the AAS
is only a temporary measure. If whatever is causing it gets more out of spec then eventually
you'll have no more adjustments turns to go and be forced to deal with the issue I'm not an
advocate of band aids unless needed. If you are in a position to get it fixed right the first time
then do it. That's why AAS adjustments are frowned upon. It's just ignoring the real issue. With
that said sometimes owners here need that info to fix an incorrect adjustment done by a
previous owner after they get the car fixed correctly. AAS adjustments are not something that
anyone on this forum should ever advocate. With that said if you plan on making a video on it
I'll definitely watch it because I love anything to do with 's anyway. Please remember not to
advocate it as a fix and let the viewer know that it's not a good thing to do unless absolutely
necessary. Don't worry, friend, i won't blame you. I did finish the tech school, so my degree
says i'm a mechanic So i need it only that much.. Today i woke up with some more enthusiasm
about it, took my car for a drive, gave it a good spin and then took out my flathead screwdriver
and let the party begin. At first, i must punch myself - in september, when i replaced TB's
gasket, i guess my head was high and i forgot to tighten the clamps of the air duct Embarassing
huh? That done, i closed the air screw and managed to find a range, where the engine was not
bucking anymore. Even the muffler didn't spit that much.. Nice and steady idle maybe.. Some
things got better - when driving and putting it in neutral, the revs would drop from to , then
hesitate a bit and then POW and then back at idle.. This was last summer, after i found a leaking
TB gasket. But the problem never went away. I recently bought new spark wires.. Tho the
cheapest ones, they're still better than old ones.. So the problem decreased even more.. But i've
developed a hissing sound now. Coming from under the intake, so i guess it's the resonator,
that's leaking, After i turn the key off, i hear a long "hisssssss Also i found that the injector on
cyl. Today i drove about mi and so far better than ever. It doesn't even sledgehammer me,
whenever i press the accelerator when driving. That would be awesome. If you have the ability
to make a video I'd enjoy seeing your progress and what you're doing. Could help a lot of
people. I think the hiss after shut down is normal for a I think it is from releasing the vacuum
pressure in the manifold. Re: Mazda idles rough. How can I adjust idle speed? I have a and the
same problem. To adjust the idle the computer needs to be re-adjusted. Adjust the idle with the

flathead screw on the right top side of the t throtthle body. Rotating counterclockwise will rise
the RMP. Turn the car of and remove the wire. I have tried it and the RPM are now rmp but it is
still a little bit rough. You can post now and register later. If you have an account, sign in now to
post with your account. Paste as plain text instead. Only 75 emoji are allowed. Display as a link
instead. Clear editor. Upload or insert images from URL. Or sign in with one of these services
Sign in with Facebook. Sign in with Twitter. Sign in with Microsoft. Sign in with Google. Reply to
this topic Start new topic. Recommended Posts. Posted May 27, Turn off all power consuming
accessories. Verify the idle speed is within rpm. You want to be at rpm ideally. If not within
specification adjust idle speed. Disconnect the jumper wire. Check idle speed. If idle speed
below spec - Disconnect IAC valve connector and check the engine speed. If idle speed above
spec - Disconnect IAC valve connector and check the engine speed. Idle Speed Adjustment KL
1. Start engine and run at idle 2. If the engine condition will not change, do as follows: -aConnect the SST to the data link connector Warm-up engine to normal temp and run idle. Turn
electrical load ON and verify engine speed is within spec. If not as specified check related
switches and wiring harnesses. Start engine. Disconnect the IAC valve connector and verify
engine speed changes. Warm up the engine to normal operating temp and run at idle. Turn
electrical loads ON and verify engine speed is within specification. Disconnect IAC connector.
Measure resistance of the valve. Resistance should be: 7. Link to post Share on other sites.
Anthony91 0 Posted June 20, Posted June 20, Are these idle speeds the same for I4? Anthony91
0 Posted June 21, Posted June 21, Mario 0 Posted March 16, Posted March 16, Mario 0 Posted
March 17, Posted March 17, Damn, i guess i really should make a video, in english and some
comments, just for you guys. Posted September 16, Join the conversation You can post now
and register later. Reply to this topic Followers 4. Go to topic listing. Sign In Sign Up. I'm hoping
that if I ask, you may be able answer a Mazda emissions question for me. It failed to pass the
emissions test recently the check engine light was on , and she was given a trouble code of P,
Idle Air Control overspeed error. She took the car to a Goodyear repair shop, they did their own
diagnostic, got the same code, and said the "IAC motor" needed replacing. Instead of having
them do the repair, she asked me about it, I searched online for info, and then tried removing
the solenoid part of the IAC valve to see if perhaps a cleaning would fix things. There were
some deposits on the little plunger cone and spring, and I removed them and cleaned them up
with carb cleaner. Replaced all, but no difference in performance- the engine idles erratically,
sometimes up above a couple thousand RPM. I tried unplugging the electrical connection to the
IAC, but got no noticeable difference in idle speed. I removed the solenoid again, removed the
little plunger and held it manually to the bypass air hole-- and the engine idled very well like
that, sounded normal. Next I tried touching jumper wires to the two electrical prongs of the
solenoid while it was removed. When I made contact, the plunger immediately retracted. I hoped
that by next reversing the polarity that the plunger would extend, but no- with reversed polarity
it immediately retracted again. I assumed perhaps the suction created at the bypass air hole is
what caused the plunger to extend fully when called for. There is a small spring to help hold the
plunger away from the hole, but there is no spring pushing the other way that would help hold it
towards the hole, closing off the bypass air. I just wasn't sure if the old IAC valve was bad,
though, and asked my ex to call around for another repair shop. She found a Mazda-only repair
shop, I'd like to name them here. These guys-- man, I still can't believe their incompetency. They
did a diagnostic, and came up with all kinds of crazy stuff. Also things like "the transmission
fluid smells burnt, and we're "probably" going to have to put in another transmission"- all kinds
of crap like this. I said, what about the IAC? Is it bad, or can you say? They said to be sure,
they'd need to do "another diagnostic". At that point I said we would just pay for the first
diagnostic and come get the car. I went myself and drove it the few miles home, and then
opened the radiator-- to find it under good pressure and full of antifreeze! No leaks! They did
say that they got two trouble codes- the P we'd already heard about, and also P, "IAC circuit
intermittent". I'm hoping to at least get this car to pass the
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emissions test so that my ex-wife can get a tag on it and drive it- we just don't have the money
to buy another at this time. From all I've related above, I'm hoping to ask, please, is there
anything advice or direction you could give me concerning this problem? Thank you so very
much for your time, I appreciate you reading all this! Do you. They are either a stepper motor or
duty cycle vale depending on the VIN split of the years. This sounds alot like commonly
happens to both 's and b's IAC motors. Sometimes a simple 'knocking' of the valve with a
happer will help it idle better. You might also want to check the air inlet tube for cracks and

make sure that the hose clamps are all tightened properly. Pay close attention to the bolts
holding the MAF sensor to the air box. Was this answer. Most excellent info, thanks so much for
the details, I'll take your advice- thanks! Please login or register to post a reply. But I Can
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